Rex Stout biography - American author Britannica.com Rex Todhunter Stout (December 1, 1886 – October 27, 1975) was an American crime writer, best known as the creator of the larger-than-life fictional detective. Rex Stout - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Fiction: Rex Stout: Short Stories Amazon.co.uk: Rex Stout: Books, Biogs, Audiobooks, Discussions Learn basic psychological reasoning with Nero Wolfe and Archie Goodwin, with some assistance from Rex Stout; with quotes and reviews for all the Nero Wolfe. Rex Stout Quotes - BrainyQuote Rex Stout (1 December 1886 – 27 October 1975) was an American author of detective fiction most famous as the creator of the fictional detective Nero Wolfe. Nero Wolfe - Rex Stout - Works Archive of Our Own A Tyrant Abdicates; Rex Stout; Rex Stout; Jonathan Stannard's Secret Vice; Rex Stout; Rex Stout: Short Stories The Mother of Invention; Rex Stout; Rex Stout: (Author of Fer-de-Lance) - Goodreads Results 1 - 16 of 126 Kindle Edition. The Rubber Band/The Red Box 2-In-1 (Rex Stout Library. £10.63. Paperback. Fer-de-Lance & the League of Frightened Men. At first glance, Rex Stout's NERO WOLFE might seem out of place among the hard-bitten, world-weary, pavement-pounding P.I.s to which this site is usually The psychology of Rex Stout, Nero Wolfe and Archie Goodwin Rex Stout was an American crime writer who brought the world the fictional New York City detective Nero Wolfe. Read about his life and career at Rex Stout: An American Wit and Propagandist by Robert Hughes Rex Stout's Nero Wolfe books (novels and collections of novellas and short stories) are listed in order of publication. For specific publication history, including Rex Stout Writes Detective Stories, Makes Enemies of the FBI - WNYC Rex Todhunter Stout is considered by many to be the creator of one of the greatest fictional detectives of all time. The rotund, eccentric Nero Wolfe, along with his Rex Stout book list. If you enjoy Nero Stout and are all “caught up” with his mystery books: Authors Similar to Rex Stout - Where There's A Will by Rex Stout Rex Stout, Kansas author, Map of Kansas Literature Results 1 - 12 of 140. Visit Amazon.com's Rex Stout Page and shop for all Rex Stout books and Books by Rex Stout. Rex Stout on Kindle, 26, Oct 8, 2014 ROBERT CRAIS: ON REX STOUT, Archie and Me. an introduction to Rex Stout's 'Before Midnight'. I find comfort in friendship. I am a social animal and, even Rex Stout, Activist, Family Man, Author, Business Man, Sailor, & a . From the publishers of the Corsage: A Bouquet of Rex Stout and Nero Wolfe collectors item. Rex Stout - Author - Biography.com A fresh take on the Sherlock Holmes canon with Rex Stout's Nero Wolfe, Sherlock Holmes and Irene Adler's son. Together with his friend Archie Goodwin, ?Rex Stout - Stop, You're Killing Me! Rex Stout, Stop, You're Killing Me! has bibliographies of your favorite mystery authors and series characters. Amazon.com: Rex Stout: Books, Biography, Blog, Audiobooks, Kindle Rex Todhunter Stout (/stout/; December 1, 1886 – October 27, 1976) was an American writer noted for his detective fiction, particularly the 33 novels and about Robert Crais: On Rex Stout Dec 8, 2013 . Last night my Frequent Companion and I attended the annual Black Orchid Banquet of the Wolfe Pack, an international organization of Rex Stout's Nero Wolfe collectors item. Rex Stout - Author - Biography.com A Book of Quotations The point is not so much whether Rex Stout's Nero Wolfe is one of the great detectives. It is that Wolfe and his narrator Archie Goodwin are a good bet for second Rex Stout Mystery List? Rex Stout, Writer: A Nero Wolfe Mystery. Rex Stout was born on December 1, 1886 in Noblesville, Indiana, USA as Rex Todhunter Stout. He was a writer, known Rex Stout Born in 1886, the sixth of nine children, Rex Todhunter Stout was a babe in his mother's arms when he came to Kansas. The family settled in 1887 on Rex Stout - Fantastic Fiction Rex Stout Overview (be sure to explore the many pages in the Rex Stout section using the orchid-colored menus above) Rex Todhunter Stout was born in Noblesville, Indiana, December 1, 1886. A month before his death, he published his final Nero Wolfe book, A Family Affair. Rex Stout & Nero Wolfe - David Langford a profile page for the famous US mystery writer Rex Stout, a master of humorous prose. Nero Wolfe and Rex Stout Page of The Gazette of the Arts Enjoy the best Rex Stout Quotes at BrainyQuote. Quotations by Rex Stout, American Writer, Born December 1, 1886. Share with your friends. A Toast to Rex Stout Lawrence Block May 2, 2011 . A look, inspired by biographical facts, at the distinctive qualities of the Nero Wolfe books written by witty American writer Rex Stout. Watson was a Woman? - Sacriilege! A bibliography of Rex Stout's books, with the latest releases, covers, descriptions and availability. Rex Stout - Kansapedia - Kansas Historical Society Rex Stout bibliography - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Or so runs the theory by Rex Stout, the mystery author who wrote tales about his detective Nero Wolfe. Stout first proposed his famous theory that Watson Was a Rex Stout - Wikiquote Rex Stout Biography - Fandango Jan 7, 2013 . Rex Stout, the creator of Nero Wolfe and Archie Goodwin, addresses the audience at this 1966 Books and Authors Luncheon as if they were his Authors and Creators: Rex Stout - The Thrilling Detective May 27, 2015. Rex Stout, (born Dec. 1, 1886, Noblesville, Ind., U.S.—died Oct. 27, 1975, Danbury, Conn.,) American author who wrote genteel mystery stories Rex Stout - IMDb Biography. Author Rex Stout enjoyed four decades of fame growing out of his most successful literary creation, the fictional detective Nero Wolfe, beginning in